magnetosomes, magnetotactic bacteria produce 1D nanostructures with high reproducibility and quality. 13 Due to their exceptional properties M. gryphiswaldense remain highly investigated, motivating several experimental studies where their magnetic properties were evaluated. 4, [13] [14] [15] In 16 and 17 however, it was observed that already small fields (i.e. small magnetic torques) of around 30 mT can be sufficient to break-up the particle chains within alive bacteria while dispersed in colloidal suspension.
In this work we probe the response of freeze-dried M. gryphiswaldense to magnetic fields, which may have different elastic properties compared to the swollen bacteria in suspension.
We use a combination of DC magnetometry and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to investigate a powder of randomly oriented, freeze-dried bacteria. Due to the surrounding organic mass, interactions between neighboring chains can be neglected, enabling us to exclusively study the individual 1D particle chains. From the polarized SANS results we can deduce information about the magnetic structure of the particles and gain additionally insight into the nanostructure of the 1D chains, enabling us to test their mechanical stability in high fields, i.e. high magnetic torques. By analyzing Henkel and first-order reversal curves (FORC) of the bacteria powder we then evaluate the amount of inter-particle interactions between the particles within the 1D chains.
M. gryphiswaldense strain MSR-1 (DMSZ 6631) was grown in a flask standard medium (FSM). 18 The culture was carried out in three-fourths full bottles at 28
• C, without agitation.
After 120 h, when the magnetosomes were well-formed, 3 the bacteria cells were collected and fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde. Finally, after repeated washings with distilled water, the bacteria were freeze-dried, resulting in a powder sample with random orientation of the particle chains,
i.e. a structurally and magnetically isotropic sample. Additionally, we grew and freeze-dried bacteria without magnetosomes 3 , which were measured by SANS as a background sample to subtract from the magnetotactic bacteria signal.
To characterize the bacteria, we first performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-1400Plus) on unstained bacteria adsorbed onto carbon-coated copper grids, and used ImageJ 19 for the image processing and analysis. Fig. 1(a) shows a typical TEM image of a M. gryphiswaldense containing a chain of magnetosomes. The observed chain is composed of uniformly sized magnetosomes except for those at both ends of the chain, which are slightly smaller. 4 This results in a broadening of the size histogram ( Fig. 1(b) ), whose mean value amounts to D = 40 nm. Typically, the number of magnetosomes per cell is around 15 to 30, with a center-to-center distance between neighboring particles of about 60 nm.
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Additionally, it can be noted that due to the surrounding organic matrix the individual 1D chains are separated from each other, meaning that interactions between neighboring chains can be neglected, and that we can study the magnetization behaviour of the individual chains.
The SANS experiment of the bacteria powder sample was conducted at room temperature with the Larmor instrument at ISIS neutron and muon source, Rotherford Appleton Laboratory, where we performed polarized SANS (SANSPOL, incoming neutrons are polarized spin-up or spin-down). The magnetic field H was applied perpendicular to the incoming neutron beam (k||e x ⊥ H||e z ). The resulting SANS cross-sections can be written in case of an isotropic magnetization distribution in M y as
where the index +/− indicates the polarization of the incoming beam, i.e. spin-up or spindown. Here Θ is the angle between the scattering vector q = (0, q y , q z ) and the magnetic field H, and b h = 2.7 · 10 −15 m/µ B , where µ B is the Bohr magneton. Moreover, N (q) and M x,y,z (q) denote the Fourier transforms of the nuclear scattering length density and of the magnetization in the x-, y-and z-directions, respectively. From the measured SANSPOL intensities, the nuclear-magnetic cross-terms
as a function of the applied field from the sector perpendicular to H of the residual scattering
. Analysis of this cross-term is in particular useful
for systems where the nuclear scattering dominates the magnetic scattering, which is usually the case e.g. for iron oxide nanoparticles. 21, 22 We can assume that the nuclear scattering cross-section N of the bacteria is dominated by the magnetosomes. Thus, in case of a homogeneous magnetization, i.e. single-domain particles with N ∝ M z , we can write at first approximation for the cross-term I cross (q) ∝ F 2 (q), where F 2 (q) is the particle form factor, for which we will use here the spherical one. 23 Furthermore, we measured the SANS signal of the empty bacteria as background measurement and subtracted it from the SANSPOL intensities I ± (q) to be able to determine the nuclear scattering of the magnetosome chains. Fig. 2 shows the 2D pattern of the residual SANS cross-section
at an applied field of 1 T. By azimuthally integrating the intensity in the sector perpendicular to H (Θ = 90
• , ∆Θ = 10 • ), we derived the 1D nuclear-magnetic cross-term I cross (q).
In Fig. 3(a) , we plot I cross (q) detected at the maximum field of 1 T and detected at zero field in the demagnetized state and the remanent state, respectively. As can be seen, for the demagnetized state I cross (q) ≈ 0 over the whole q-range, which is expected because the From I cross (q) we can additionally estimate the size of the magnetosomes by fitting the 1D cross-sections with the spherical form factor (Fig. 3(b) ). Assuming a lognormal size distribution, we obtain a mean particle diameter of 35(6) nm (broadness σ = 0.26(9)), which is in quite agood agreement with the mean particle size according to TEM (Fig. 1) , although a little bit smaller. The good agreement between the functional form of the cross-term detected at saturation and remanence ( Fig. 3(b) ) shows, that qualitatively the magnetic cross-section is not altered by applying a magnetic field. This confirms that the particles are in fact (at least at first approximation) single-domain particles and that a rotation of the particle moments in field direction occurs by an internal, homogeneous (i.e. coherent),
Néel-like rotation of the atomic magnetic moments inside the individual particles. Figure 3 : (a) Nuclear-magnetic cross-term I cross (q) detected at maximum field (i.e. magnetic saturation) and at zero field in the demagnetized state and remanent state, respectively (linear y-scale). (b) Fit of I cross (q) in the saturated and remanent state with the spherical particle form factor (logarithmic y-scale). (c) Cross-section of I + (q) parallel to H in the saturated, demagnetized and remanent state. The scattering intensity of the bacteria without magnetosomes is subtracted. Fig. 3(c) shows additionally the 1D cross-sections I(q), which we determined by an azimuthal integration of I + (q) in the sector parallel to H (Θ = 0 • , ∆Θ = 10 • ). The scattering intensity of the bacteria without magnetosomes is subtracted such that we can assume that the SANS signal is dominated by the purely nuclear cross-section of the magnetosome chains.
We observe that I(q) does not vary with field leading to a perfect overlap of the scattering curves, which shows that I(q) is dominated by the nuclear scattering, and which in turn verifies that the nuclear cross-section is not changed by applying the magnetic fields.
Hence we can conclude that the particle chains within the freeze-dried bacteria remain intact and do not rotate, because otherwise we would expect a significant variation between the field-dependent cross-sections. Moreover, the arrangement and separation of the particles composing the magnetosome chains do not vary with field, since no change in the structure factor (i.e. the SANS signal in the low q-range) is observed. Therefore, we can conclude that within the freeze-dried bacteria the internal microstructure is not altered by external fields, which makes them a good system to characterize the magnetic properties of the individual magnetosome chains.
For the magnetization measurements the bacteria powder was introduced in a gelatin capsule and investigated with a superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS-3) in DC mode. We collected isothermal remanence magnetization (IRM) and direct current demagnetization (DCD) curves, as well as an isothermal magnetization loop at room-temperature. The IRM curve was obtained by measuring the remanence from the initially demagnetized state by taking the sample through successive minor loops from 0 to 1 T. In a similar manner, the DCD curve was obtained by a progressive demagnetization of the initially saturated sample. And the isothermal magnetization loop was measured between 1 and -1 T in continuous mode. Additionally, we measured first-order reversal curves (FORC) with a customized vibrating sample magnetometer between a saturating field of 0.1 T and increasing reversal fields, until reaching finally the major loop. The resulting FORC diagrams were generated from a total of 80 minor loops according to. . 24 This indicates that during the magnetization process (i) a mechanical particle rotation and (ii) dipolar interactions are negligible, because both would reduce the remanence significantly. [26] [27] [28] But to further evaluate the amount of dipolar interactions we performed modified Henkel and FORC measurements. . 24 However, if inter-particle interactions appear the relation between M IRM and M DCD is expected to deviate from the Wohlfarth relation, which can be tested via the modified Henkel plot:
The sign of ∆M provides information about the nature of the interactions, and traditionally negative values (∆M < 0) are interpreted as a sign for the presence of dipolar interactions.
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For the magnetosome chains (see Fig. 4(b) ),we find that ∆M is slightly negative around µ 0 H c .
However, the deviation is small, at least in comparison to strongly interacting systems. ments. 30, 31 In these curves, the magnetization, M , is recorded as a function of the applied field, µ 0 H, from the so-called reversal field (µ 0 H R ) up to some positive maximum value (here 100 mT). Then, the complete set of FORCs is obtained by varying the reversal field in discrete steps between the maximum and the minimum field (here -100 mT). Fig. 5(a) shows a group of FORCs (80 curves), measured at room temperature, obtained between 100
and -100 mT in steps of 2.5 mT, that fills the interior of the major hysteresis loop. These measurements give rise to the FORC distribution presented in Figs. 5(b) and (c) (3D representation and contour plot, respectively), which is calculated from the mixed second order derivative of the magnetization
and plotted as a function of the switching field, H s = (H − H R )/2, and the local interactions field, H B = (H +H R )/2. The obtained distribution shows an elongated shape which increases rapidly, similar to a step function and decreases exponentially, as expected for randomly oriented, single-domain particles. Moreover, the distribution presents a maximum at around µ 0 H S = 20 mT, which is consistent with the coercive field of the complete hysteresis loop (see Fig. 4(a) ), and the fact that the distribution is highly peaked on the H B = 0 axis is also characteristic of a non-interacting system.
Our magnetometry results are in good agreement with a previous study, 32 and we can conclude from them that dipolar interactions between the particles within the 1D chains seem to be in fact negligible and that the magnetic energy of the individual particles is simply dominated by the magnetic (uniaxial) anisotropy. Additionally, the isothermal magnetization curve indicates that in the freeze-dried bacteria the magnetosomes do not mechanically rotate even at high fields (i.e. high magnetic torques), which implies a strong elastic coupling between the magnetosomes and the cellular surrounding.
To summarize, we investigate here the magnetic response of a powder of freeze-dried
